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SPORT&FUN 
BLACK SELECTION

SPORT&FUN BLACK SELECTION HIGHLIGHTS 
 

More information at 
www.knaus.com/

sportfun-black-sele
ction 

  VARIO X chassis in bionic lightweight 
construction for a weight reduction of up to 30% 

  Dynamic exterior design with subtle BLACK 
SELECTION foil graphics

 High-class carbon look

 Darkened rear lights

  Black roof rails and rear ladder

  17" aluminium rims Titanium painted in 
exclusive KNAUS design

  Side walls made of plain sheet

  High-quality furniture equipment with sturdy 
CPL surfaces in stainless steel look

 Modern edition upholstery GREY STRIPES

 Insect screen door

 Awning lights at the rear with LED technology

   Water filter system „BWT - BEST CAMP mini“

 Heavy-duty crank supports

  Support wheel with int. nose weight indicator

   Service flap left at the front (100 cm x 120 cm)

 Load increase from 1,300 to 1,400/1,500 kg*

  Cassette combi roller blind  
for the bathroom window

  Combi exterior plug (electricity + TV)

  Additional 230V SCHUKO plug in the kitchen

 Smoke detectors

   Lift-tilt sunroof (HEKI II by Seitz)

  TRUMA MonoControl CS incl. gas filter

   Grey water tank 25 litres, mobile

 Drawbar cover

 AL-KO AAA Premium Brake

* Optionally with load increase (VARIO X chassis) 
from 1,500 to 1,600/1,700 kg

Additional options, as well as the standard equipment  
can be found in the KNAUS Caravan-Price list 2020.

Consistent lightweight 
construction: 

The bionic AL-KO 

VARIO X chassis offers 

highest stability &
 

weight reduction. 

As a trendsetter and an absolute success model, the SPORT&FUN now convinces 
in the BLACK SELECTION with a noble look at the best price. A legend for more 
than 20 years and in the BLACK SELECTION a real collector’s item:
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Pictures similar.

SPORT&FUN BLACK SELECTION

Length including drawbar cm  625

Vehicle body length cm 480

Vehicle body width cm (ext./int.)  232 / 216

Total height cm (ext./int.)  257 / 196

Rear door cm (W x H)  92 x 172

*  Important information and explanations on prices and 
technology can be found in the current KNAUS price list.

Technical changes in construction, color and  
equipment are possible. As of July 2019

1.  Experience design. By the combination 
of a clear, reduced colour concept, 
modern lighting and the edition 
upholstery GREY STRIPES, a particularly 
harmonious overall picture is created.

2.  Cook tastefully. The fully equipped 
kitchen convinces with practical details 
and resistant CPL surfaces in high-
quality stainless steel look.

3.  Enormous transportation 
possibilities. Thanks to the storage 
garage under the bed in the front or 
the combination of the large tailgate 
& optional motorcycle mount, you can 
easily load and safely transport your 
bicycles or motorbike.
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